
POLICY AND RESOURCES − 7 June 2018

Motherwell, 7 June 2018 at 2 pm.

A Meeting of the POLICY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE

PRESENT

Councillor Logue, Convener; Councillor Kelly, Vice−Convener; Councillor H. McVey, Vice−Convener;
Councillors Bonnar, Burgess, Carragher, Duffy, Fisher, Goldie, Graham, Hume, T. Johnston, Larson, Linden,
McNally, McPake, Roarty, Stocks, Stubbs, Alan Valentine and Watson.

CHAIR

Councillor Logue (Convener) presided.

IN ATTENDANCE

The Chief Executive; Assistant Chief Executive (Education, Youth and Communities); Assistant Chief Executive
(Enterprise and Housing Resources); Assistant Chief Executive (Health and Social Care); Head of Business for
Legal and Democratic Solutions; Head of Business for Financial Solutions; Head of Communications and Digital
Learning; Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions; Head of Audit and Inspection: Head of Revenue and
E−Government Solutions; Business Transformation Manager; Procurement and Support Manager, and
Democratic Services Manager.

APOLOGIES

Councillors Baird, Beveridge, Gallacher and Morgan.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST IN TERMS OF THE ETHICAL STANDARDS IN PUBLIC LIFE ETC.
(SCOTLAND) ACT 2000

Councillor H. McVey declared an interest, in respect of paragraph 14 by virtue of being a Partner
Director of the Board of CultureNL.

MINUTES OF MEETINGS

(1) APPOINTMENTS SUB−COMMITTEE

2. There were submitted the Minutes of the meetings of the Appointments Sub−Committee held on
4 April and 17 and 30 May 2018.

Thereon, the Democratic Services Manager orally advised of errors, in respect of the Minute of the
meeting held on 30 May, and recommended that the Minute be amended to reflect (1) that Councillor
Linden acted as a Substitute Member at the meeting for Councillor Stubbs, and (2) that Councillor
Stocks was present at the meeting.

Decided:

(1) that the Minutes of the meeting held on 4 April and 17 May 2018 be approved, and

(2) that the Minute of the meeting held on 30 May 2018 be approved, subject to the revisions as
outlined by the Democratic Services Manager.
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(2) TRANSFORMATION SUB−COMMITTEE

3. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Transformation Sub−Committee held on 18 April
2018.

Decided: that the Minute be approved

(3) SOCIAL WORK SUB−COMMITTEE

4. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Social Work Sub−Committee held on 24 April
2018.

Decided: that the Minute be approved.

(4) COMMUNITY SAFETY AND PARTNERSHIP GOVERNANCE SUB−COMMITTEE

5. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Community Safety and Partnership Governance
Sub−Committee held on 1 February 2018.

Decided: that the Minute be approved.

(5) AUDIT AND SCRUTINY PANEL

6. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel held on 30 April 2018.

Decided: that the Minute be approved.

(6) FINANCE AND ORGANISATIONAL BUSINESS SUB−COMMITTEE

7. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Finance and Organisational Business
Sub−Committee held on 23 May 2018.

Decided: that the Minute be approved.

DATA PROTECTION POLICY − GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION

8. There was submitted a report by the Head of Business for Legal and Democratic Solutions (I)
advising that the General Data Protection Regulation came into force in the United Kingdom onC 2 5 May 2018; (2) intimating that new legislation alters, clarifies, and, in some instances, extends the
Council's obligations in regard to how it receives, handles and processes personal information; (3)
indicating that these changes required to be reflected in the Council's Information Governance
Policies generally, and in its Data Protection Policy specifically; (4) informing that the Data Protection
Policy had been prepared in consultation with the Council's Information Governance Working Group;
(5) stating that the Data Protection Policy was a key governance tool which would enable the Council
to discharge its obligations as a Data Controller under the General Data Protection Regulation and the
Data Protection Act 2018; (6) recommending that the Data Protection Policy, attached as an Appendix
to the report, be approved for adoption as Council policy; (7) informing (a) that, in terms of the
General Data Protection Regulation, it was a statutory responsibility of all public authorities to appoint
an individual to the role of Data Protection Officer; (b) that the obligation to appoint a Data Protection
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Officer also extends to wholly owned subsidiaries of the Council and to the Lanarkshire Health and
Social Care Partnership, and (c) that the Chief Executive had appointed the Head of Business for
Legal and Democratic Solutions to the statutory post of Data Protection Officer, and (8) stating that
the Data Protection Policy, if approved by the Council, would form part of the Councils Information
Governance Policy framework.

Decided:

(1) that the Data Protection Policy, as set out in the Appendix to the report, be approved as
Council Policy, and

(2) that the action taken by the Chief Executive in the appointment of the Head of Business for
Legal and Democratic Solutions to the statutory post of Data Protection Officer be
homologated.

MEDIA POLICY

9. With reference to paragraph 12 of the Minute of the meeting of this Committee held on 3 June 2010
when, inter alia, the Committee had approved the revised Communications Framework, and the

C M e d i a Policy for the Council, there was submitted a report by the Head of Communications and Digital
Learning (1) advising that the Council was required to have in place a Media Policy which would
ensure that its dealings with the media were consistent, and that the Council's reputation was
maintained and enhanced, and (2) attaching, as the Appendix to the report, a draft Media Policy,
which had been updated from the existing version to reflect changes in the Council's organisational
structure, the methods of media handling, and to reflect the increase in the use of social media.

Decided: that the draft Media Policy, as set out in the Appendix to the report, be approved.

REVIEW OF POLLING DISTRICTS AND POLLING PLACES

10. There was submitted a report by the Head of Business for Legal and Democratic Solutions (1)
advising of the Council's statutory obligation to conduct a review of Polling Districts and Polling Places
in North Lanarkshire within the period of 16 months from 1 October 2018; (2) outlining details of the
statutory requirements governing the process for the review, including (a) publication of the notice of
holding the review; (b) consultation with the Returning Officer for every parliamentary constituency
affected; (c) publication of representations received by the Returning Officer, and (d) consultation with
interested parties; (3) suggesting, in the interest of continuity, that the review effects change only
where a clear benefit was identified, and that the consultation proposals be based on the current
polling arrangements, details of which were set out in the Appendix to the report, and (4) intimating
(a) that, prior to the commencement of the statutory review, an informal consultation exercise would
be undertaken with the Returning Officer and each Member of the Council; (b) that the results of this
exercise would be used to form the basis of the consultation document for the statutory review, and
(c) that a report on the consultation document would be submitted to a future meeting of the
Committee for consideration.

Decided:

(1) that the proposals for the statutory review of the current Polling Districts and Polling Places in
North Lanarkshire, as set out in the Appendix to the report, be approved, and

(2) that it be noted that, following the informal consultation exercise with the Returning Officer
and each Member of the Council, a report on the consultation document for the statutory
review would be submitted to a future meeting of the Committee for consideration.
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STRATEGIC CAPITAL DELIVERY GROUP − TERMS OF REFERENCE

11. There was submitted a report by the Assistant Chief Executive (Infrastructure) (1) advising that the
Strategic Capital Delivery Group, comprising Senior Officers, including the Chief Executive and Heads
of Service, had been established in July 2017 to develop and deliver the Council's 5 year composite
Capital Programme 2018/19 to 2022/23; (2) setting out, in the Appendix to the report, the proposed
Terms of Reference for the Group which included details of the role and objectives of the Group, and
details of the membership, attendance and procedures for the meeting, and (3) indicating that the
Terms of Reference would allow the Group to make amendments to, and recommendations on, the
approved Capital Programme, subject to the limits set out in Section 4 of the document which defined
the Group's authority in terms of adjusting the Capital Programme to reflect future capital grant
allocations, virement of resources within the approved Capital Programme, approvals for additional
projects, and the reporting of Group decisions and recommendations to future meetings of the
Committee.

Decided: that the Terms of Reference for the Strategic Capital Delivery Group, as set out in the
Appendix to the report, be approved.

REVIEW OF GENERAL CONTRACT STANDING ORDERS

12. With reference to paragraph 7 of the Minute of the meeting of this Committee held on 15 September
2016 when, inter alia, the Committee had approved amendments to the Council's General Contract
Standing Orders, there was submitted a report by the Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions (1)
advising that, in terms of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, the Council was required to have
General Contract Standing Orders (a) to control and regulate procurement throughout the Council,
and (b) to place requirements on service areas to effectively plan and manage the resulting contracts;
(2) advising that, following a recent review of the operation of the Contract Standing Orders to ensure
that they work effectively and secure continuous improvement and Best Value, it had been
determined that there was a need (a) to make changes to ensure continuous improvement in
procurement practice; (b) to address practical difficulties which had been encountered in the operation
of the current Contract Standing Orders; (c) to reflect recent changes in the Council's Organisational
Structure, and (d) to further delegate a number of procurement decisions to Chief Officers, whilst
ensuring that the appropriate Committee would continue to make decisions in respect of contracts
above a certain financial value, on a case by case basis; (3) intimating that the proposed amendments
also underpin the aims, objectives and desired outcomes set out in the Council's Procurement
Strategy, and (4) summarising (a) in Appendix 1 to the report, the proposed significant amendments
to the Contract Standing Orders, and (b) in Appendix 2 to the report, the proposed Contract Standing
Orders for supplies, the provision of services and the execution of works for all service areas

Thereon the Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions orally advised the Committee (1) that the
Council had received correspondence in relation to the recent contract award for CCTV, fire alarms
and related security system services, during the standstill period for the contract award, which claimed
that it had not been explicit in the tender specification document that the Council would seek parent
company guarantees if necessary, and (2) that, in the circumstances, it was considered that the best
course of action would be to abandon the contract award and re−tender the contract.

Decided:

(1) that consideration of the report on the General Contract Standing Orders, in light of the issues
highlighted to the Committee by the Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions, be continued
to the next meeting of the Committee, and

(2) that the Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions and the Procurement and Support
Manager attend meetings, upon invitation, by political groups to brief Elected Members.
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RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

13. With reference to paragraph 13 of the Minute of the meeting of this Committee held on 20 September
2012, when, inter aua, the Committee had approved the Council's Risk Management Strategy, there
was submitted a report by the Head of Audit and Inspection (1) setting out the background to the
production of a draft revised Risk Management Strategy: (2) attaching, in the Appendix to the report,
the draft revised Strategy; (3) advising that the updated version was consistent with current good
practice in relation to risk management, and reflected the Council's current organisational structures
and expectations in respect of risk management; (4) detailing the key issues relating to the revised
Strategy: (5) intimating that, as part of the Council's governance processes, the Audit and Scrutiny
Panel had responsibility for the oversight of the adequacy and effectiveness of the Council's risk
management arrangements, and (6) recommending that the Committee approve the draft revised
Risk Management Strategy.

Decided:

(1) that the revised Risk Management Strategy, as set out in the Appendix to the report, be
approved, and

(2) that the role of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel in overseeing the Council's Risk Management
arrangements be noted.

Councillor H. McVey, by virtue of being a Partner Director of the Board of CultureNL Limited, having
declared an interest prior to consideration of the following item of business, left the meeting and took
no part in its determination.

Councillor McPake, by virtue of being a Partner Director of the Board of CultureNL Limited, was
unable to declare an interest prior to consideration of the following item of business as he was not
present at the start of the meeting, left the meeting and took no part in its determination.

PLAY SERVICES − PROPOSED REVISED OPERATIONAL DELIVERY APPROACH

14. There was submitted a report by the Head of Education (South) (1) outlining, proposals for the
implementation of revised arrangements for the future operational delivery of Play Services in North
Lanarkshire; (2) intimating (a) that the report had been prepared in consultation with the Chief
Executive of CultureNL (CNL) Limited, and (b) that the proposed arrangements for the revised
operational delivery approach had been approved by the Board of CNL, at its meeting held on
18 September 2017, for discussion with the Council; (3) advising that there was a need to refocus the
delivery model for Play Services (a) to input strategically and operationally (A) to the Local Outcome
Improvement Plan priority "Building Resilient Communities"; (B) to the Early Learning and Childcare
Expansion Plan, and (C) to the delivery of Local Development Programme projects, and (b) to support
and develop community groups to plan and develop projects; (4) setting out, in Appendix 2 to the
report, a transition road map for the transfer of Play Services from CNL to the Council on 8 July 2018;
(5) informing that, should the Committee approve the recommendations for the revised arrangements
for the operational delivery of Play Services, (a) the annual management fee paid to CNL would be
subsequently reduced to reflect the updated delivery model for Play Services, and (b) the Service and
CNL would initiate the formal engagement process with the affected employees and the relevant
Trade Unions to facilitate the transfer of staff from CNL to the Council, and (6) recommending that the
terms and conditions of all legal and financial documentation required to facilitate the transfer
arrangements be finalised by the Head of Education (South), in consultation with the Head of
Business for Legal and Democratic Solutions and Head of Business for Financial Solutions.

Decided:

(1) that the requirement to refocus the delivery model for Play Services (a) to input strategically
and operationally (A) to the Local Outcome Improvement Plan priority "Building Resilient
Communities"; (B) to the Early Learning and Childcare Expansion Plan, and (C) to the
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delivery of Local Development Programme projects, and (b) to support and develop
community groups to plan and develop projects, be noted;

(2) that the transfer arrangements and transition plan, as set out in Section 3 of the report and
Appendix 2 to the report, be approved;

(3) that the terms and conditions of all legal and financial documentation required to facilitate the
transfer arrangements, as outlined in Section 3 of the report and Appendix 2 to the report, be
finalised by the Head of Education (South), in consultation with the Head of Business for
Legal and Democratic Solutions and the Head of Business for Financial Solutions, and

(4) that it be noted that operational responsibility for the delivery of Play Services would transfer
back from CNL to the Council on 8 July 2018.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 2015 − NORTH LANARKSHIRE COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION REPORT 2017/19

15. With reference to paragraph 4 of the Minute of the meeting of the Youth, Communities and Equalities
Sub−Committee held on 16 November 2017, there was submitted a report by the Head of Education
(South) (1) advising of the progress made with the implementation of the Council's Community Asset
Transfer (CAT) and Participation Requests processes during the period from 1 April 2017 to 31 March
2018; (2) intimating that 36 groups had expressed an interest in the CAT process, details of which
were set out in Appendix 3 to the report: (3) summarising, in Table 1 of the report, the progress of
these enquiries in relation to the two stage process of evaluation; (4) indicating that no Participation
Requests had been received in 2017/18, and (5) outlining the key priority approaches and actions to
be taken in 2018/19 to further improve and meet the Council's legislative obligations in relation to CAT
and Participation Requests in North Lanarkshire.

Decided:

(1) that the progress made in implementing the CAT and Participation Requests processes in
North Lanarkshire, and the level of support being provided to the 36 groups which had
engaged in the CAT process during 2017/18, as outlined in the report, be noted, and

(2) that the key priority approaches and actions to further improve and meet the Council's
legislative obligations in relation to CAT and Participation Requests, as outlined in the report,
be approved.

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL CONSTRUCTION CHARTER

16. There was submitted a report by the Assistant Chief Executive (Enterprise and Housing Resources)
(1) advising that the development of Construction Charters was a Trade Union campaign across the
UK within which local authorities lay down a minimum set of standards, conditions and expectations
from construction companies who tender for contracts in the public sector: (2) intimating that
Construction Charters to date had been developed mainly on a Council by Council basis in
partnership with the relevant Trade Unions, and (3) describing the approach which had been taken by
the Service in the development of a Construction Charter for the Council, and attaching, as
Appendix 4 to the report, the North Lanarkshire Council Construction Charter.

Decided: that the North Lanarkshire Council Construction Charter, attached as Appendix 4 to the
report, be approved for implementation.
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TOWER SAFETY UPDATE

17. With reference to paragraph 3 of the Minute of the meeting of this Committee held on 21 June 2017,
when, inter alia, it had been noted that steps would be taken to accelerate the existing structural
survey programme in relation to high rise towers within North Lanarkshire, there was submitted a
report by the Assistant Chief Executive (Enterprise and Housing Resources) (1) providing an update
on the progress relating to fire safety within the high rise towers and other Council buildings in North
Lanarkshire; (2) advising of feedback on the findings from the tower survey programme and related
actions; (3) setting out, in the Appendix to the report, an Action Plan which was being developed with
agreement being sought across stakeholders to close out the issues identified by Michael Dyson
Associates for the Phase I survey of cladding, and the Phase 2 survey of fire compartmentalisation,
and the actions arising from the Scottish Fire and Rescue inspections, and (4) intimating that the
Phase 3 survey of structural investigations had commenced.

Thereon, the Committee agreed, following discussion, that Scottish Fire and Rescue should be
commended for the efforts it had undertaken recently in relation to its work in attending a serious fire
in a tower within North Lanarkshire.

Decided:

(1) that the current progress with the ongoing structural surveys of the Council's stock be noted;

(2) that it be noted that the remedial safety works to Blairgrove Court, Merryston Court, Glen
Court and Millbrae Court, Coatbridge, would be completed by the end of June 2018;

(3) that the planned risk control measures in line with the Phase 1 and Phase 2 survey findings
be noted;

(4) that it be noted that an Action Plan was being developed with agreement being sought
across stakeholders to close out the issues identified from both the Michael Dyson Associates
Phase 1 and Phase 2 surveys, and the actions arising from the Scottish Fire and Rescue
inspections, and

(5) that it be noted that the Phase 3 survey of structural investigations had commenced.

DIGITALNL TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME

18. With reference to paragraph 4 of the Minute of the meeting of the Transformation Sub−Committee held
on 24 January 2018 when, inter alia, that Sub−Committee had authorised the Assistant Chief
Executive (Infrastructure) to commence the procurement process for the appointment of a specialist
external Digital Business Partner to work with the Council to deliver the DigitalNL Programme, there
was submitted a report by the Assistant Chief Executive (Infrastructure) (1) providing an update on
progress made on the DigitalNL Transformation Programme; (2) intimating (a) that a DigitalNL
Programme Delivery Board, comprising of Chief Officers of all Service areas of the Council, had been
established with Terms of Reference and accountability for the Programme, details of which were set
out in Appendix A to the report, and (b) that Sub−Groups had also been established, details of which
were set out in Appendix B to the report; (3) advising (a) that the procurement of a specialist external
digital business partner had been carried out in accordance with the Public Contracts (Scotland)
Regulations 2015, using a competitive procedure with negotiation; (b) that the most economically
advantageous tender received, following evaluation, was that PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC);
(c) that the contract would be for a four year period, with options to extend for up to two years at one
year intervals, and (d) that the maximum contract value over the six year period was £6.4m; (4)
outlining, in Section 3 of the report, the financial implications of the Programme and the staffing
requirements; (5) indicating that all costs to date had been met from the Council's Change
Management Fund; (6) setting out, in the Table of the report, details of the milestones for the
development of the Programme which had been achieved to date, and the immediate next steps
planned, and (7) recommending the contract award as external Digital Business Partner to
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC), as outlined in Sections 2.10 and 2.15 of the report.
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Decided:

(1) that the progress made in the delivery of the DigitalNL Transformation Programme, as
outlined in the report, be noted;

(2) that the contract award as external Digital Business Partner to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
(PwC), as outlined in Section 2.10 and 2.15 of the report, be approved, and

(3) that the report be otherwise noted.

CONTRACT AWARD − BITUMEN MACADAM (BITMAC) REPAIRS 2018−2022

19. There was submitted a report by the Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions (1) providing details
therein of the procurement process for two contracts for Bitumen Macadam (Bitmac) Repairs for
2018−2022; (2) intimating that the contract comprised of Lot 1 for Bitmac Repairs to the Council's
Corporate Property portfolio, and Lot 2 for Bitmac Repairs to the Council's Housing Property portfolio;
(3) indicating (a) that the two contracts would be for a period of four years, and (b) that the maximum
potential total value of the work that may be spent over the contract period was £12m, on the basis of
an equal split between Lot 1 and Lot 2, and (4) advising that, following evaluation of the tenders
received, the most economically advantageous tender for (a) Lot 1 was that of Maclay Civil
Engineering Limited, and (b) Lot 2 was that of MacAsphalt Limited.

Decided: that the Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions be authorised to arrange for the
award of the two contracts for Bitumen Macadam (Bitmac) Repairs asfollows:−•

Lot 1 − Bitmac Repairs to the Council's Corporate Property portfolio to Maclay
Civil Engineering Limited, to a potential maximum value of £6m, and

• Lot 2 − Bitmac Repairs to the Council's Housing Property portfolio to MacAsphalt
Limited, to a potential maximum value of £6m.

WHISTLEBLOWING PROCEDURE − PUBLIC INTEREST DISCLOSURES REPORT

20. There was submitted a report by the Head of Business for Legal and Democratic Solutions (1)
advising of the outcome of the review of use of the Council's Whistleblowing Procedure in the period
from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018; (2) reminding Members that the procedure provided a
mechanism for employees of the Council and other workers within the Council to report a concern
about serious wrong doing within the Council, and to do so with security and in confidence; (3)
intimating that only one whistleblowing report had been received during the period, and that it had
been fully investigated and considered in terms of the Council's Discipline Policy; (4) indicating that
the further review which had been undertaken by the Head of Business for Legal and Democratic
Solutions had noted that although the Whistleblowing Procedure had not been invoked to a significant
extent since introduced in 2003, this could be due to a lack of issues requiring to be dealt with under
the Procedure; (5) informing (a) that the Council's External Auditors had commented, in April 2018,
that staff awareness and behaviours did not support the Council's whistleblowing arrangements, and
(b) that management had responded to these findings and confirmed that, with a view to addressing
the concerns raised, the responsible officer would liaise with Corporate Communications to ensure
that the content of the procedure would again be highlighted to all members of staff, and (6) stating
that the key principles of the procedure remain the maintaining, as far as possible, of confidentiality
and ensuring that safeguards were in place for those making Public Interest Disclosures.

Decided: that the report be noted.
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RESTRUCTURE OF COMMUNITY LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

21. With reference to paragraph 11 of the Minute of the meeting of the Education Committee held on
15 May 2018 when, inter aha, that Committee, following consideration of a report by the Head of
Education (Central), setting out recommendations for the future delivery of community learning and
development functions, had decided (1) that the matter be continued pending full consultation with the
relevant Trade Unions on the recommendations, and (2) that a report on the outcome of the
consultation be submitted to a future meeting of either the Education Committee or this Committee,
there was submitted a report by the Head of Education (Central) advising of (a) the outcome of the
consultation with the relevant Trade Unions on the restructure of the Service for the future delivery of
community learning and development functions, and (b) the plans of the Service to now move to
implement the amended structure, as detailed in the Appendix to the report.

Councillor Logue, seconded by Councillor Kelly, moved that the Committee (1) note the outcome of
the consultation with the relevant Trade Unions, and (2) note the plans of the Service to now move to
implementation of the amended structure, as detailed in the Appendix to the report.

Councillor T. Johnston, seconded by Councillor Linden, moved, as an amendment, that the matter be
continued to obtain the result of the outcome of the consultation with the relevant Trade Unions.

On a roll being called, the following 10 Members voted for the amendment:− Councillors Bonnar,
Carragher, Goldie, Hume, T. Johnston, Larson, Linden, Stocks, Stubbs and Alan Valentine.

The following 11 Members voted in favour of the motion:− Councillors Logue, Kelly, H. McVey,
Burgess, Duffy, Fisher, Graham, McNally, McPake, Roarty and Watson.

10 Members having voted for the amendment and 11 Members having voted for the motion, the
motion was accordingly declared carried.

Decided:

(1) that the outcome of the consultation with the relevant Trade Unions be noted, and

(2) that it be noted that the Service would now move to implementation of the amended structure
for the future delivery of community learning and development functions, as detailed in the
Appendix to the report.

BEST VALUE

( I) LOCAL SCRUTINY PLAN 2018/19

22. With reference to paragraph 3 of the Minute of the meeting of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel held on
30 April 2018, when the Panel, following consideration of a report by the Business Transformation
Manager (1) advising that Councils in Scotland were subject to an Annual Shared Risk Assessment,
undertaken by the Local Area Network, with each Council's assessment published by Audit Scotland
in a Local Scrutiny Plan; (2) providing, in Appendix 1 to the report, the Council's Local Scrutiny Plan
for 2018/19; (3) advising that the overall assessment was positive, and that the process had not
identified any additional risk areas where specific scrutiny was required, other than those areas which
were nationally directed or were part of ongoing work programmes; (4) intimating that Audit Scotland
had also published a National Scrutiny Plan which summarised all strategic scrutiny activity planned
for 2018/19, and (5) indicating that one new area of scrutiny activity had been identified for the
Council, which required the publication of a Best Value Assurance report in 2019, had noted the
report, there was submitted the said report by the Business Transformation Manager.

Decided: that the report be noted.
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(2) CORPORATE IMPROVEMENT PLAN

23. With reference to paragraph 4 of the Minute of the meeting of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel held on
30 April 2018 when, inter alia, the Panel, following consideration of a report by the Business
Transformation Manager (1) advising of the new national approach to auditing Best Value, and of the
Council's responsibility to demonstrate Best Value; (2) highlighting that with a focus on improvement
and impact, it was important that the Council could demonstrate leadership in improvement, as well as
an effective approach to self evaluation which informed review activity and improvement plans;
(3) intimating (a) that to date, six Councils had undergone the new approach to auditing Best Value,
and (b) that a range of common themes had been identified in the Auditor's findings and
recommendations; (4) stating that, in order to assess the Council's position in relation to these
findings, a gap analysis had been undertaken, which had been integrated with the Corporate
Management Team's self−evaluation exercise and evidence from the pre−evaluation desktop exercise;
(5) detailing the recommended improvement actions arising from the gap analysis exercise;
(6) indicating that the improvement actions had been incorporated within a Corporate Improvement
Plan, as set out in Appendix 2 to the report, and (7) informing that a Strategic Self−Assessment
Framework had been developed, to ensure that the Council had a consistent and standardised
approach to self−evaluation at a strategic level, had agreed (a) to note the report; (b) to endorse a
corporate approach to improvement that was supported by evidence and aligned to corporate
priorities and plans; (c) that officers provide feedback to the Corporate Management Team, and
(d) that the responsibilities detailed within the Corporate Improvement Plan should be assigned to
individuals rather than to a Committee of the Council, there was submitted the said report by the
Business Transformation Manager.

Thereon, the Leader of the Council highlighted reference to cross−party working in Best Value reports
of other local authorities and informed the Committee that he would be writing to all Political Group
Leaders with a view to reviving the cross−party Budget Sounding Board.

Decided: that the report be noted.

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS 2017/18

24. With reference to paragraph 5 of the Minute of the meeting of the Audit and Scrutiny Panel held on
30 April 2018 when, inter alia, the Panel had noted a report by the Business Transformation Manager
(1) detailing the key performance highlights against each of the five priorities identified within the
Council's Business Plan 2017/20; (2) summarising the planned programme of work for 2018/19, and
(3) outlining proposals to align work throughout the coming year to facilitate an ongoing cycle of
planning, performance and improvement actions, including (a) an in−depth performance review and
challenge process which would be undertaken by the Challenge and Review Network; (b) a peer
challenge and review process to be undertaken by the Corporate Management Team; (c) ongoing
performance monitoring to ensure appropriate scrutiny, strategic oversight, and challenge by the Audit
and Scrutiny Panel, and (d) forward planning informed by evidence, there was submitted the said
report by the Business Transformation Manager.

Thereon, the Chief Executive spoke to the report and highlighted some of the key performance
highlights against each of the five priorities in the Council's Strategic Business Plan for 2017/18.

Decided:

(1) that the report be noted, and

(2) that it be noted that a presentation on the key performance highlights against each of the five
priorities in the Council's Strategic Business Plan for 2017/18 would be made at a future
meeting of the Council.
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EDUCATION, YOUTH AND COMMUNITIES AMBITION

25. There was submitted a report by the Assistant Chief Executive (Education, Youth and Communities)
(1) providing an update on progress made in implementing key aspects of the ambition for Education,
Youth and Communities as published in February 2018; (2) reminding Members that the overarching
ambition of the Service was that 'every child would be supported to achieve their full potential as
close to the community as possible'; (3) advising that in recent months activity had focussed on
anti−poverty policies and measures, development and growth of early learning and childcare, and
building the leadership capacity through high quality professional learning for school−based
colleagues, and (4) recommending that a temporary post of Head of Education (Ambition
Programmes) be created to facilitate further development and strategic leadership of the Education,
Youth and Communities Ambition.

Decided:

(1) that the progress in preparing for the delivery of 1140 free early learning and childcare hours
by 2020, as outlined in the report, be noted;

(2) that the anti−poverty strategies that were already underway and would be further rolled out
across North Lanarkshire, as outlined in the report, be noted;

(3) that the success in building leadership capacity through the self−improving schools model, as
outlined in the report, be noted, and

(4) that a new temporary post of Head of Education (Ambition Programmes) be created, as
outlined in the report.
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